
OCEANIC WAVES TSUNAMI

Tsunamis are giant waves caused by earthquakes or volcanic eruptions under the sea. They speed along as fast as jet
planes. As they near.

There is nothing physically unusual about tsunamis, they are normal waves, but their features are awesome.
These successive crests and troughs can occur anywhere and the period the time between the crests of a
tsunami's waves generally varies from 5 to about 90 minutes. With their energy spent, wind waves then
quickly recede. Because a tsunami has such a large wavelength, its energy mobilizes the entire water column
down to the sea bed. Image: Differences between wind waves and tsunami waves Deep water ocean surface
waves cause water motion to a depth equal to half their wavelength. A tsunami wave train may come as a
series of surges that are five minutes to an hour apart. A fairly large earthquake may cause no tsunami at all,
while a small earthquake may trigger a very large, destructive one. On average, a tsunami lasts about 12
minutes--six minutes of "run up" during which the water may flow inland for a considerable distance,
followed by six minutes of drawback as the water recedes. Typically a tsunami wave travel across a deep
ocean at an average speed of to miles per hour km per hour! But tsunamis have been generated in other bodies
of water, including the Caribbean and Mediterranean Seas, and the Indian and Atlantic Oceans. In some places
a tsunami may cause the sea to rise vertically only a few inches or feet. Scientists believe that is not so much
the strength of an earthquake, but its type, that may trigger tsunamis. Animation comparing a wind wave and a
tsunami. Survivors of the Indian Ocean tsunami reported that the sea surged out as fast and as powerfully as it
came ashore. Although tsunamis are often related to oceans they do also occur in large lakes and fjords. As the
Tsunami Approaches the Coast A strong earthquake in a coastal region puts authorities on alert that a tsunami
may have been triggered, leaving a few precious minutes for coastal residents to flee. In most cases, a tsunami
is not a single wave, but a series of waves. Read more Risk assessments The risks of hydraulic hazards such as
tsunamis should be analysed at the initial feasibility stage of a reclamation project. This energy is transferred
like the cracking of a whip in a violent crescendo. These waves travel in a very predictable way that is
determined by the water depth. Tsunamis can cause rapid changes in water level and unpredictable, dangerous
currents in harbors and ports. Tsunamis are not tidal waves. A violent movement of the Earth's tectonic plates
displaced an enormous amount of water, sending powerful shock waves in every direction. As the wave hits
the shoreline it rapidly slows to about 50 km an hour 30 mph but the back of the wave is still travelling faster
in deeper water and so is catching up with the front â€” a water traffic jam is taking place. The energy released
by the quake set off a tsunami that hit the coasts of Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand. Observers of a
tsunami will understand these waves are more like a fast moving tide crashing into the shoreline. The
frequency of occurrence and the expected impact of extreme events should be properly evaluated and related
to the expected costs for protection against such events. Tsunami waves are surface gravity waves that are
formed as the displaced water mass moves under the influence of gravity and radiate across the ocean like
ripples on a pond. Once a tsunami makes landfall, the waves can last from five to 15 minutes, and they do not
follow a set pattern. The longer the wave, the greater the volume of water involved. In fact, the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration NOAA reports that some tsunami waves can travel hundreds of
miles per hour--as fast as a jet plane. Any earthquake or undersea event will alert authorities to be on the
lookout, but most undersea earthquakes or other seismic events do not create tsunamis, which is in part why
they are so difficult to predict. In general, the frequency and intensity of tsunamis in the Indian and Pacific
Oceans and the Mediterranean Sea is much higher than in other regions of the world. After a powerful tsunami
event multiple waves may arrive over a prolonged time period. The top of the wave moves faster than the
bottom, causing the sea to rise dramatically. Because of their long wavelengths, tsunamis do not tend to reach
the steepness required to break. Anyone with a calculator can predict its speed square root of 9. It is common
to think of waves as moving water. Concerns about tsunamis have grown in recent years and many
organisations are making efforts to improve early warning systems and coastal protection measures. Many
people were killed by the Indian Ocean tsunami because they went down to the beach to view the retreating
ocean exposing the seafloor.


